Searching for items and placing orders

Updated 26 September 2019

Click on the **Purchase** tab

1. Search and compare
2. Select and add to shopping cart
3. Provide an account code and complete the order

The overview of product categories shows the current agreement areas/categories. Some of the categories are also divided into subcategories. More detailed agreement information with appended documents is currently not available in the new web client, but it is under development. The division of product categories can provide some guidance on ranking or competition. For questions regarding agreements or range of products, please contact [https://forms.eken.lu.se?Sprak=e](https://forms.eken.lu.se?Sprak=e).

Use the categories and the search box to find items.

- You can search broadly or within a specific product category, using one or more keywords and by filtering by supplier.
- If a category is selected, you will only see results from that category when searching.
- Tick the thumbs-up box to find items with a good price, e.g. from a shopping cart.
- You can also choose to narrow your search to certain eco-labels.
- You can sort by price, item name, and supplier, and click the **Compare** button to compare items immediately.

Searching for an item by sorting the search results.

You can compare items:
Click on an item to view detailed item information and certain agreement information:

The online shops you have access to are displayed under Quick links:

Clicking the online shop you want to visit will show you a new view which allows you to open the online shop:
If you click on Open web shop, you will leave Lupin and enter the supplier’s online shop with our procured goods. Although the online shops look different, the final step is always to send off the shopping cart so that the selected items are placed in your Lupin shopping cart.

Shopping cart:
The content of the shopping cart is only displayed when you click the shopping cart symbol.
The Continue button of the shopping cart will take you to the accounting step where you must provide an account code for the order before it is sent off for approval by an approving officer.

Finalise your order selection: pull up the shopping cart, review the content and click Continue:
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Step 1. Provide the account code and a description, and click Proceed:

If you haven’t already, mark the accounts and activities you use most often as Favourites. You can make your selection when the search box is visible.

Accounting tips:

- If you need more than one account row for your item, click **Split row**.
- If you want to divide the items onto different account rows, select **New accounting** and drag each item row to the desired account row – place it on **Add items here**.

Press New accounting if you want to set another accounting for your products.

Mark the row and drag the article to the row above.
Step 2. Finalize requisition

Step 3. Send requisition:

You can name the order, write an internal comment to the approving officer, choose the delivery address if you have several and, if necessary, enter the delivery date and provide information to the supplier. Before the order is sent, you also have the option of saving it as a template for future use.

When you click Send requisition, the order will be sent to the approving officer for approval, after which it is sent to the supplier.

Some suppliers send order confirmations. If you need to approve a change, enter this view (All requisitions – Search requisitions):

Contact
Division of Finance
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